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THE INNOVATORS
The innovation was a collaborative effort from colleagues across finance, HR, ICT, corporate portfolio 
management office and support and delivery teams from across NHS Digital. The project board was 
chaired by the finance director.

THE PROBLEM

NHS Digital needed to be able to capture 
the full cost of delivering each one of our 
products and services because otherwise we 
cannot:

a) accurately assess value for money of 
our investments and compare the cost of 
alternatives

b) accurately assess the costs incurred in 
building /improving our digital assets that 
need to be capitalised on our balance sheet

c) assess cost trajectories over time to 
monitor for efficiency

d) demonstrate transparency to our 
commissioners and stakeholders. 
Predecessor organisations had concerns 
raised from Public Accounts Committee 
hearings and National Audit Office audits 
regarding poor financial management of the 
national technology programmes in the NHS.

THE CHALLENGES

• How might we develop a charging model 
so that we can capture an accurate 
full cost of our products and services 
and compare them with the cost of 
alternatives?

• How might we reconfigure our financial 
and corporate systems so that they can 
enable full cost capture and reporting in 
an organisation of agile, multi-disciplinary 
teams working in a matrix environment?

• How might we develop a resource model 
so that we can analyse and understand 
how are resources are deployed across 
the organisation, helping us to answer 
questions like: How does actual resource 
usage compare with our plans/ forecasts? 
And what resources are particularly 
stretched, or underutilised?
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THE INNOVATION
We already had a forecasting/ budgeting system at a 
cost centre level which captured resource costs, but 
this approach did not give us a view at product and 
service level. That system (Tagetik) sat on top of our 
Oracle general ledger and was a necessary starting 
condition and had been chosen/ configured with a 
view that we would want to move to activity-based 
reporting (ABR) as a future development.

NHS Digital implemented a multi-dimensional 
approach to budgeting and forecasting - in that 
we now both budget on a resource basis (supply) 
and a usage basis (consumer). This method and 
its accounting thereafter enables the organisation 
to make sophisticated management decisions on 
delivery prioritisation and resource allocation. 
Working groups were formed with colleagues from 
finance, HR, ICT and delivery teams to introduce a 
time-recording system, agree a new organisation 
structure and develop our financial reporting system 
to incorporate both.

As well as capturing the actual full costs of delivery 
with time-recording, we also needed to be able to 
forecast/ budget in the same way and hence there 
was a requirement to capture resource plans for 
future staff time without this becoming a burden. 
This was developed within the time-recording system 
in Office 365, with timesheets and resource plans 
feeding directly into Tagetik.

An annual rate card was established for every 
grade in the organisation, including our temporary 
resources, which was integrated into Tagetik and 
used to cost the timesheets and resource plans. 
Within our management accounts we monitored the 
recovery of the actual salary costs of our resources 
and reported this under/(over) recovery.

Tagetik was the input/ output system, supported 
by resource allocations and timesheets to fully 
cost products and services and account for internal 
capitalisation of software assets, with a reporting 
module to support management.

Through stakeholder engagement, it became 
apparent that time-recording could be an onerous 
burden for some areas of the organisation that 
served many other departments (e.g. contact centre) 
so an alternative method of capture was developed 
(delivery support functions) where finance would 
make monthly allocations in Tagetik based on MI 
provided by the areas in question. This was later 
developed to incorporate other systems already 
collecting time data (Jira) to avoid teams ‘double-
keying’.

By developing this capability in Tagetik, we avoided 
any need to introduce additional journal entries and 
any need to make changes to cost centres in ESR for 
staff working on different delivery areas. We also 
created a new central admin team to administer 
planning of staff against codes to provide the future 
forecast and budget reporting.

There was full user training and guidance issued 
including frequently asked questions down to the 
detail of how individuals recorded time to the 
designated activities. During the initial go-live a cross 
functional team met daily to go through user queries 
to ensure a consistent approach was undertaken 
across the end-to-end process. Training now is part 
of the organisation’s induction process, alongside 
ongoing budgetary management training for those 
designated as owners of a product or service.
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THE OUTPUTS

• A central repository for recording and displaying all the projects, programmes, services, and corporate 
functions (and associated details including cost centre) of our organisational portfolio of delivery.

• A tool where all resources in the organisation (permanent and temporary) were planned against 
delivery activities and data on how our resources have been utilised to understand what resources are 
particularly stretched or under utilised.

• A standard rate card utilised across the organisation for costing delivery activity.

• Reporting of actual costs on a full cost basis for each of our delivery activities.

• Reporting of forecasts and budgets on a full cost basis for each of our delivery activities.

• Supporting evidence for capitalisation of all our intangible assets.

THE LESSONS LEARNT
• If we were starting again we would implement a different time recording system that didn’t 

rely on individuals being assigned to a delivery activity before they could time record.

• The design established a cost centre structure with a portfolio hierarchy concept of a parent 
area, where cost centres (children) sat within. Designing again we would build a flat format to 
our portfolio hierarchy in the reporting system rather than the parent/ child hierarchy system 
that was put in place. This would provide even greater flexibility for building and modifying 
the tools and structures for capturing and reporting activity, costs and income.

• Managing data accurately in primary systems (ESR) so that it flowed through the accounting 
and budgeting systems seamlessly through building exception routines for data management 
is critical.

• Incrementing improvements by integrating two stages of forecasting into one system 
(Tagetik). For example, forecasting resources within resource cost centres and thereafter 
forecasting how those resources would be consumed by those operating and managing each 
product and service into one stage and one system. We learnt this requirement through 
adopting Agile principles by getting the foundations in place using existing multiple systems 
and then decommissioning support systems by integrating these into our primary system 
once we had more experience of the approach.

• 
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THE OUTCOMES

Activity based reporting continues to be a valuable tool across NHS Digital. Benefits arising from the 
development are:

• improved cost segmentation – additional transparency on what we spend our funding on

• assets being captured on the balance sheet at their true cost

• billing to commissioners (DHSC, NHSE, UKHSA etc) according to the real time needed for project and 
service delivery

• learning from the past. After completing a project, we can see how much time we spent on its execution 
and utilise this in future investment decisions.

THE QUICK WINS

• Carefully consider the number of portfolio activities across the organisation and ensure its well defined 
and not at too lower a level of detail.

• Don’t over design and use an Agile approach by getting simple and ‘must have’ foundations in place first 
before incrementing more complex requirements.

• Limit the amount of timesheet codes to ensure better accuracy. While there are some benefits of 
understanding staffing allocations and working patterns ABR is fundamentally a management accounting 
model to manage a portfolio of products and services.

• Design how the cost of direct support functions, such as those that might service multiple front line 
delivery activities is allocated to products and services.

• Carefully design the staff and contractor standard unit costs to include the full layer of costs including 
desk and IT charges.

• 
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THE REVIEWERS SAID

“THIS IS A POSITIVE INNOVATION, 
AND ONE THAT COULD BE A HUGE 
BENEFIT TO THE REST OF THE 
NHS.”

“THE PROJECT HAS ULTIMATELY 
ACHIEVED WHAT IT SET OUT 
TO DO - CAPTURE OF PROJECT 
RELATED COSTS - USING THE 
EXISTING IT SYSTEMS IN PLACE 
AT THE ORGANISATION. THIS 
INFORMATION WAS THEN 
USED FOR MORE ACCURATE 
ACCOUNTING RECORDS, GREATER 
LEVELS OF TRANSPARENCY, 
ENHANCED INVOICING FOR 
PRODUCTS/ SERVICES AND FOR 
LEARNING FROM PAST PROJECTS 
AS AN INDICATOR FOR FUTURE 
PROJECT.”

“THIS IS A SIGNIFICANT 
INNOVATION TO RESOLVE A 
COMPLEX CHALLENGE AND 
CLEARLY ADDRESSES THE 
PROBLEM STATEMENT. IS FULLY 
EMBEDDED AND HAS BEEN 
SUBJECT TO INCREMENTAL 
IMPROVEMENTS SO IS WELL-
PROVEN.”
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WHAT YOU CAN DO NOW

SUBMIT INNOVATION

LEARN MORE

SUBMIT PROBLEM

REGISTER INTEREST

If you recognise the problem stated and have implemented 
your own innovation to overcome it please submit this 
innovation to the programme and give others more examples 
to learn from.

If you recognise the problem stated and would like to know 
more details about this innovation in particular, we will be 
hosting showcase and workshop sessions throughout the 
year, so all interested staff can gain ideas and inspiration from 
innovators in a manageable one-to-many format.

If you have a problem but don’t currently know of a 
solution to it, then please submit it here and in 2022 the 
Forum intends to crowdsource solutions to problems that 
don’t currenlty have known innovations.

If you would like to learn more about about the innovation 
programme please click for more details.

https://onenhsfinance.nhs.uk/the-finance-innovation-forum/innovation-programme/innovation-submission-window-closed/
https://onenhsfinance.nhs.uk/the-finance-innovation-forum/innovation-programme/
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=LI1d_7j6oEO0-Ua0AitOQdmEB8an_fRGp7aAgK5WELxUMDlWMElJWkdZMEg2VlBHUElVSVVTMlJEWS4u
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=LI1d_7j6oEO0-Ua0AitOQdmEB8an_fRGp7aAgK5WELxUMDlWMElJWkdZMEg2VlBHUElVSVVTMlJEWS4u


One NHS Finance brings together the Future-Focused Finance, National Finance Academy, and the Finance 
Innovation Forum programmes and networks to make sure that everyone working in NHS Finance has 
access to skills, knowledge, methods, and opportunities to influence and enhance patient services.

Identifying and developing innovative ways of working and new areas of improvement.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Website: FinanceInnovation.nhs.uk

Email: FinanceInnovation@nhs.uk

LinkedIn: One NHS Finance

Twitter: @OneNHSFinance

IN SEPTEMBER 2021 THE FORUM LAUNCHED...
▪  A national Innovation Programme for NHS Finance staff to submit their innovations for peer review. 

Successful innovations will be published and accessible to all on the One NHS Finance website

▪  A ‘Software Skills For Finance Staff’ event series taught by NHS Finance for NHS Finance including MS 
Excel, PowerBI, SQL etc.

▪  An ‘Art of the Possible’ briefing which explains two new technologies AI & Blockchain and discusses 
the opportunity for NHS Finance

▪  An Automation Group to review and improve the efficiency of existing national processes and returns

Innovation 
Programme

Software 
Skills

Art of the 
Possible

Automation 
sign up

Be a peer 
reviewer

WHAT YOU CAN DO NOW
▪ Submit your innovations for peer review
▪ Sign up to be an innovation peer reviewer
▪ Read Art of the Possible

▪ Sign up for Software Skills for Finance
▪  Register your interest in automation   

and all things innovative

http://FinanceInnovation.nhs.uk
mailto:FinanceInnovation%40nhs.uk%20?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/company/onenhsfinance/
https://twitter.com/OneNHSFinance
https://onenhsfinance.nhs.uk/the-finance-innovation-forum/innovation-programme/
https://onenhsfinance.nhs.uk/the-finance-innovation-forum/innovation-programme/
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=LI1d_7j6oEO0-Ua0AitOQdmEB8an_fRGp7aAgK5WELxURFRFWjBCSjZBWUhMWFpLQzA0N1c0SkRDTS4u
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=LI1d_7j6oEO0-Ua0AitOQdmEB8an_fRGp7aAgK5WELxURFRFWjBCSjZBWUhMWFpLQzA0N1c0SkRDTS4u
https://onenhsfinance.nhs.uk/externalevents/software-skills-for-finance-staff/
https://onenhsfinance.nhs.uk/externalevents/software-skills-for-finance-staff/
https://onenhsfinance.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Art-of-the-Possible-Artificial-Intelligence-and-Blockchain.pdf
https://onenhsfinance.nhs.uk/documents-reports/art-of-the-possible/
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=LI1d_7j6oEO0-Ua0AitOQdmEB8an_fRGp7aAgK5WELxUQ01CSkxQTEFRSVNPVVcwUkczRlM4RllDQy4u
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=LI1d_7j6oEO0-Ua0AitOQdmEB8an_fRGp7aAgK5WELxUQ01CSkxQTEFRSVNPVVcwUkczRlM4RllDQy4u

